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ABSTRACT
Query by vocal imitation (QBV) systems let users search a library
of general non-speech audio files using a vocal imitation of the desired sound as the query. The best existing system for QBV uses
a similarity measure between vocal imitations and general audio
files that is learned by a two-tower semi-Siamese deep neural network architecture. This approach typically uses pairwise training
examples and error measurement. In this work, we show that this
pairwise error signal does not correlate well with improved search
rankings and instead describe how triplet loss can be used to train a
two-tower network designed to work with pairwise loss, resulting in
better correlation with search rankings. This approach can be used
to train any two-tower architecture using triplet loss. Empirical results on a dataset of vocal imitations and general audio files show
that low triplet loss is much better correlated with improved search
ranking than low pairwise loss.
Index Terms— vocal imitation, information retrieval, convolutional Siamese-style networks, triplet loss
1. INTRODUCTION
Finding ways to easily access relevant audio content is a task that
has increased in importance as multimedia collections proliferate
and grow. For example, the widely-used Freesound1 website contains hundreds of thousands of individual sound recordings from
many categories of sound. Such repositories typically let users
search their collections of recordings using text-based search. This
allows search through any tags, descriptions and file names, but
does not support search on the content of audio files. This is not
true just for online repositories. Sound designers rely on commercially deployed sound library management tools, such as Soundly
[1], to index their sound file collections. These systems also search
on text-based metadata and not the audio content.
Indexing a collection of audio files using text-based descriptors imposes certain natural limitations on how search may be done.
Such descriptions often do not provide the necessary detail to evaluate this sound in comparison to others with a similar label. This
forces the user to listen to all sounds sharing a label, which can
be prohibitively time-consuming. Relying on text descriptions also
means that every file must be assigned text labels before one can
This work supported by USA National Science Foundation Award
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search for it. Further, the important fine grain characteristics that
differentiate between audio files of the same general category may
not have widely agreed upon text descriptors, making it difficult to
create tags that support fine grained search.
When words fail, vocal imitations can help to bridge the gap
left by text descriptors. Since imitation allows for description of
sounds in ways that text cannot [2], using a vocal imitation as the
query has the potential to yield useful results when text search fails
[3]. Query by vocal imitation (QBV) systems allow search in a
collection of sound files using a vocal imitation of the desired sound
as the search key.
The current state-of-the-art in QBV [4] measures the similarity
of the imitation to each sound in the database using a similarity
measure output by a two tower Siamese-style neural network. The
network takes a vocal imitation and a sound file from the collection
as input and outputs a similarity value in the range [0,1]. These
similarity numbers are used to rank audio files in the collection. In
training, networks are trained on labeled pairs, where 0 indicates a
vocal imitation was paired with the incorrect sound and 1 indicates
the imitation was paired with the target of the imitation.
In this work, we show that the error signal provided by this
pairwise training does not necessarily correlate well with improving
the ranking of the target file. We show that a loss function (triplet
loss) that explicitly compares the similarity of the imitation query
to two different sounds in the collection is much better correlated
with the rank of the target. Finally, we show how to adapt triplet
loss training to work in a two-tower architecture (see Section 3).
This approach can be used to train any two-tower architecture using
triplet loss.
2. RELATED WORK
There are a number of audio search approaches that are related to
query by vocal imitation of general sounds. Audio fingerprinting
services (e.g. the song-finding service Shazam2 ) require the query
be a portion of the exact audio file sought. One cannot vocally imitate the desired sound and find a match using audio fingerprinting.
There are services that make speech recordings searchable as text
(e.g. the Microsoft Speech API 3 ), but these are not designed to
meaningfully encode general sounds or vocal imitations. Query by
humming systems focus specifically on melody (e.g. Tunebot [5])
2 https://www.shazam.com
3 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
cognitive-services/speech/home
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and rhythm (e.g. Query by Beatboxing [6]) and are not suited for
general query by vocal imitation of general sounds.
Synthassist [7] is a search tool for music synthesizer sounds.
It compares vocal imitations to a library of synthesizer sounds by
creating temporal vectors of standard audio features (e.g. melfrequency cepstral coefficients) and using an edit-distance to compare the query to audio files in the database. However, in recent
years, better retrieval accuracy has been achieved by deep learning
models which learn the relevant feature sets during training. The
state-of-the-art in query by vocal imitation was improved when convolutional auto encoders were applied to the problem by multiple
research groups [8, 9, 10, ?].
Zhang and Duan further improved upon the QBV accuracy of
CAEs with IMINET [11], a two-tower feed-forward convolutional
network. In their work, each of the two inputs (an audio file from
a database and an imitation to be compared) is encoded by one of
the two towers and the output of both towers are input to a fullyconnected network that produces a similarity measure between the
two audio files. Their most recent work, and the current state of
the art in QBV, is TL-IMINET [4], which they call a Siamese-style
architecture since the tower that takes the vocal imitation as input
has a different architecture than the tower accepting sounds from
the collection (as opposed to fully Siamese nets, where the towers
share weights and architecture). In all of the recent work, pairwise
loss was used in training.
In the domain of image search, Wang et al. [12] proposed a
triplet loss method for learning feature models of images where
training examples consist of a query and two rank-ordered database
elements. This allowed learning fine grained distinctions between
images of the same class. They showed this approach outperformed
existing models that used hand-crafted features. However they did
not compare the triplet loss training approach to pairwise training.
They applied their work to a three-tower deep net model but did
not show how it could be applied to a two-tower model. Also, their
queries (photos) were drawn from the same data as their search results (photos from the same collection as the queries).
Our work combines and builds on ideas from Wang et al.[12]
and Zang et al.[4] We illustrate how to adapt an existing two-tower
architecture to be trained using triplet loss, instead of forcing the use
of an altogether new architecture. We apply this approach to train
a system to do pairwise comparison between very different classes
of sound objects: vocal imitations and reference audio recordings.
An analogous task in the image domain would be to search a set of
photos using hand-drawn images as the queries. We then compare
the effectiveness of triplet loss to pairwise loss in training a network
to solve a ranking problem.

3. METHODS
We assume a set of sound recordings R where r is a recording in
the set. The search key is a vocal imitation v of some file in the
set, known as the target, t. Given a similarity measure s(v, r) that
returns a similarity value in the range [0,1] for any recording, we
can provide an ordering of the files in R, based on similarity. This
ordering is used as a ranking returned by a search engine. The more
consistently the target is returned as a highly ranked recording, the
better the search engine. The question then becomes how to create
a similarity measure that will consistently rank that target highly.
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3.1. TL-IMINET
TL-IMINET [4] is the most successful system, to-date, for QBV. In
that work they learn the similarity measure using a neural network
with two convolutional towers: one tower for a vocal imitation and
the other for a recording from the data set. These towers both learn
embeddings that are fed into a fully connected network. A trained
network takes a vocal imitation and a reference audio file as input
and outputs a value in the range [0,1], where 1 indicates a perfect
match.
Our goal is not to design a superior network architecture, but
to develop a superior training method. Therefore, we use the exact
architecture and audio encoding used in the TL-IMINET paper. We
provide an overview of the network structure and audio encoding
below. More detail can be found in [4].
The input to the vocal imitation tower is 4 seconds of audio (vocal imitations in the data set are typically less than 4 seconds long).
This is encoded as a 39-band mel-spaced spectrogram with 8.33 ms
for both the window size and hop size. The resulting input spectrogram has 39 frequency bins and 482 time bins. The vocal imitation
tower has three convolutional layers. For the first two convolutional
layers, each layer has 48 filters with ReLU activations. Both layers
are followed by a 6×6 pooling layer. The third convolutional layer
also has 48 filters and a receptive field of 6×6. It is followed by a
1×2 pooling layer with 1 in frequency and 2 in time.
The general audio tower is passed reference recordings truncated to 3 seconds and converted into a mel spectrogram with 23
ms window size and 23 ms hop size. This leads to an input dimensionality of 128 mel-frequency bands by 128 time steps. This is
input to a tower with 3 convolutional layers. The first convolutional
layer has 24 filters with a receptive field of 5 × 5, and followed by a
ReLU activation function. This is fed into a 2 × 4 (both shape and
stride) max-pooling layer with 2 in frequency and 4 in time. The
second and third convolutional layers each have 48 filters with a
5 × 5 receptive field. The second convolutional layer is followed by
a 2 × 4 pooling layer. Unlike the vocal imitation tower, no pooling
layer follows the third convolutional layer.
The embeddings output from each convolutional tower are concatenated and passed into 2 fully connected layers, which calculate
a distance between each vector.
3.2. Pairwise loss
TL-IMINET is a Siamese-style network and uses a pairwise loss
function. This is the typical loss function used for Siamese and
Siamese-style networks. The training pairs consist of a vocal example and a recording from the data set. If the recording in the pair
is the target, then the label is 1. If the recording is not the target,
the label is 0. The loss function used is binary cross entropy and
the goal is for the similarity measure to output 1 for the target of a
vocal query and 0 for all other recordings.
While the error signal described above has proven useful in
many cases, it may not always correlate strongly with the desired
behavior of the system when the goal is to rank order a set of items
by similarity to a single query example. For ranking problems, it
is not important that the output of the similarity measure be either
1 or 0, for any particular pair. In fact, this goal may even be counterproductive for ranking problems, as we now show. Consider a
case with 100 recordings in the data set. Assume the similarity
function returned a value in the range [.9, 1] for all recordings and
the target is the only recording to get a similarity of 1. The target would be ranked first, which is perfect performance. The error
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a single sigmoid node that outputs a value in the range 0 to 1. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.
The two input weights of the sigmoid are fixed to be +50 and
-50, with a bias of 0. This yields the function σ(50a − 50b). With
this configuration, the output tends to 1 if the output from recording
A is higher than B and tends towards 0 if B is higher than A. This
configuration allows for triplet-loss training. 4
Once trained, either copy of the TL-IMINET architecture can
be extracted and used in testing to estimate similarity between a vocal imitation query and a recording in the database. Recordings can
be ranked by similarity as is done using the two tower TL-IMINET.
By training in this fashion we can apply a triplet loss approach
to train a two-tower network designed for pairwise loss. This also
allows for a truly meaningful comparison between triplet and pairwise loss, since both training approaches modify the exact same
number of weights, and the testing architecture is identical for both
approaches.
4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

imitation

Recording A

Recording B

Figure 1: Triplet loss training configuration of the network used
to measure similarity between vocal imitations and reference audio files. Two copies of a two-tower Siamese-style network (TLIMINET) are used. Weights are tied between the two copies. A
training example consists of a vocal imitation, the target, and a distractor. The desired output is 1 if the target is recording A and 0 if
the target is recording B.

signal, however, would show large amounts of error for 99 out of
100 recordings, since all non-target recordings would be ranked .9
or higher, when 0 is the correct label. Consider another case: the
similarity function returns values only in the range [0, .01] and the
target is the only file to receive a 0. Here, the error would be very
low, since 99 out of 100 recordings were very closed to the training
label output of 0, even though the target would be ranked last.
3.3. Triplet loss: an error signal more suited to ranking
In the previous section, we illustrated how pairwise loss may not
provide the ideal error signal for ranking problems using two-tower
networks. How, then, can the error signal be tied more closely to the
desired ranking behavior? In this work, we adopt the idea of triplet
loss, which has been used successfully to train a three-tower convolutional network to perform fine-grained similarity measurements
in the domain of still images [12]. In this paradigm, a training example consists of a triplet (v, a, b). If recording a should be ranked
closer to the vocal imitation v, the label is 1. If b should be ranked
closer than a, the label is 0. This allows the use of binary cross
entropy, but explicitly takes ranking between pairs into account.
We apply this loss function to a Siamese-style network architecture. In our case, that network architecture is TL-IMINET; however,
the same approach can be applied to any Siamese or Siamese-style
network. Two copies of the Siamese-style architecture are used.
Weights are tied between the two copies. The vocal imitation is input to both copies. Recording A is passed to one copy, and recording
B is passed to the other copy. The output of both copies is passed to

We have argued that using triplet loss will result in a error signal that
is more correlated with the goal (ranking the right answer highly)
than happens with the pairwise error signal used in previous vocal
imitation search work. We tested this hypothesis by measuring the
correlation between improving on the loss function and improving
search results as training progresses. To ensure a controlled experiment we used a TL-IMINET architecture, trained using pairwise
training and compare the results to an identical TL-IMINET with
the same initialization weights, trained using triplet loss. We repeated the comparison on a variety of data splits and with a variety
of initializations and measured the statistical difference between the
two training approaches. We now describe the experiment in detail.
4.1. Data Set
For this work, we used the Vocal Imitation Set [13], a collection of
crowd-sourced vocal imitations of a set of 302 classes of sound.
The classes were drawn from Google’s AudioSet ontology [14].
Each sound class has an average of 10 clean, single-sound recordings taken from FreeSound (e.g. 10 police siren recordings). A
single one of the 10 recordings in each class was used as a reference recording (the target) for the vocal imitations. Given a reference recording as the target, Amazon Mechanical Turk workers
were asked to record a vocal imitation of the target. Recorded imitations were evaluated by expert listeners and only those recordings
that were of sufficiently high quality were used. This resulted in
5,601 high quality imitations of 302 sound classes, or roughly 19
imitations per sound class. For more detail on this data set, please
see [13].
4.2. A single trial
A recording of a vocal imitation of a sound is the query. The target
is the single audio file that the query is an imitation of. A distractor
is a file in the collection that is not the search goal.
In a single trial we randomly select 10 sound classes from the
vetted Vocal Imitation data set of 302 sound classes. Each sound
class contains an average of 19 imitations and 10 reference recordings. This results in a set of roughly 100 reference files and 190
4 Note the value of 50 is simply selected to be sufficiently large to saturate
the sigmoid activation function, and is not a magic number.
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5. RESULTS
We ran 28 trials and measured Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the ranking results and loss curves for both loss function over
the 300 training epochs in each trial. See Figure 2 for loss and rank
curves for a representative trial and their correlations. It is clear that
triplet loss correlates much better with ranking results than pairwise
loss does. This trial was chosen because its correlation between the
loss function and ranking results was close to the mean correlation
over all the trials, for both pairwise and triplet loss.
We performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the 28 trials,
comparing the Pearson correlation of triplet loss to ranking results
with the Pearson correlation of pairwise loss to ranking results. The
resulting p-value of 5.3×10−6 , indicates the improvement in correlation between rank and loss gained from switching to a triplet loss
function is statistically significant. Figure 3 shows the distribution
of the correlation.

Figure 2: One representative trial. Training loss as a function of
training epoch is shown in blue. We measured mean rank across
133 queries in a 100-file search on the training set. This curve is
shown in orange. Lower ranking is better. The upper panel shows
traditional pairwise loss. The lower shows triplet loss. Lower loss
is better. Correlation is the Pearson correlation between the loss and
the target rank.

Pearson's correlation coefficient

imitations. Training examples for the pairwise loss function require
one imitation and one reference (either the target file, or some other
file), resulting roughly 19,000 unique training pairs, of which 190
are positive pairs and 18810 are negative. Each training example
for the triplet loss function requires one imitation and two reference recordings (the target + distractor), also resulting in roughly
1,881,000 unique training triplets. This data is split into validation
(30%) and training (70%) data.
A coarse grained comparison in triplet loss is one where the
distractor is drawn from a different sound class than the target. In
the case of triplet loss, there are many more coarse grained examples
than fine grained examples. Balancing coarse (across class) and fine
(within class) distinctions is desirable. Therefore, on each epoch,
we train using all the fine grained examples and an equally sized,
randomly selected subset of the coarse grained examples. In the
case of pairwise lose, there are many more negative examples than
positive examples. Similarly, on each epoch, we train using all the
positive examples and an equally sized, randomly selected subset of
the negative examples.
For each trial, we randomly initialized a TL-IMINET network.
We trained the network twice from the same initialization weights,
once with triplet loss and once with pairwise loss. We used the
ADAM optimization function [15]. See Section 3 for details of the
loss functions. Each network was trained for 300 epochs. At each
epoch, we use the trained network as a similarity measure to rank
the target for each of the vocal imitations among the 100 reference
files. The mean rank of the target, as well as the loss function, is
recorded at each epoch for both the training and validation data.
The code used to run these trials can be found at our Github
repository5 .
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Figure 3: Distribution of the correlation between the search rank of
the target file and the the loss function used in training. The value
for each trial is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the loss
function and the rank of the target. Higher correlation is better.
Numbers next to boxes are median values.

6. CONCLUSIONS
7. REFERENCES
We have shown how, with a simple modification to training, any two
tower Siamese-style network can be adapted to learn using triplet
loss. We have shown that, for QBV on a dataset of audio files,
triplet loss correlates much more closely with ranking results than
pairwise loss does. This higher correlation means that the network
learns to perform a task closely related to the end-goal of search.
This approach to training is promising in that it can be easily applied
to any existing Siamese-style network.
5 https://git.io/fNMfe.
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